In fact, if A has no finite limit point, then A is a convex compact set having the fixed point property.
If A has no finite limit point, then let A= {\ n } with |\i| ^ | X2J ^ • • • . By a result of Bredhina [2] , there exist polynomials <r n (f, x) = Z!Lia*(f)e iX ** such that ||/-(7 n (f)||^10 co/(l/|X n |) where co f (x) = sup{ \f(y)-f(z)\ : \y-z\ ^x}.
For any e>0, the polynomials { (T n 9 (f)}/eA are an €-net for some n 0 . This collection is uniformly almost periodic; hence so is A.
If the family A is Lipschitz and A has a finite limit point, one constructs a closed ball of an infinite dimensional space in A. These are not compact. One uses the result of Bochner [3 ] to the effect that if exp(<£) is a bounded set, then <t>' exists and ||<£'|| ^ ?1|0|| where T is a bound for exp(<£). That is, for such functions, the Lipschitz condition is automatically satisfied.
Details of the above outline appear in [4] where an application of the fixed point property is also given.
